
PSI Central Slurry Systems
Consolidating slurry from multiple cylinder machines 
into one tank makes slurry management much easier 
to control allowing you to extend the life of your pol-
ish by 20-30%.

Extended polish life, use less, dispose of less!

Improved surface quality and reduction in lens rejects 
and rework for better e�ciency and less lens waste.

PSI Recycling & Filtration Systems
Save up to  480 gallons of water/coolant going down 
the drain, for one machine in one 8 hour workday.
Instead of running water through the �ning machine 
and out to the drain these machines are hooked up to 
the drain lines of generators, �ners or edgers so it can 
�lter and recycle the water (or coolant) back through 
the system, saving thousands of gallons of water a day 
paying for itself in 3-6 months. 

PSI BioCool & PractiCool
PSI coolants are biodegradable and oil free.
Non-toxic, non-irritating and pleasant smelling for a 
better work environment.

Pan Handler System
Removes the majority of solid waste (lens particles & 
polish solids) from wastewater before it is put in the 
sewage system.
Helps labs meet EPA standards .

Saves on having sewage lines cleaned out and on 
emptying septic tanks.

CAD CON
Treats alloy reclaim-tank water and polish wastewater 
for non-hazardous disposal.

Separates lead and cadmium from wastewater and 
settles it so that water can be poured down the drain.

Provides a sealant on the cadmium and lead particles 
that makes them inactive and safe for solid disposal.

Cadmium & Lead Free Alloy
PSI’s So-Lo Alloy 19 is cadmium and lead free o�ering 
a preventative solution to all human exposure risks 
and environmental issues that other alloys don’t o�er.

So-Lo Alloy 19 cools 40% faster than other alloys,  
allowing block cooling to keep better pace with the rest 
of the manufacturing process.

Reusable Cloth Filter Bags
Easy on the environment with no paper bag disposal.

Reduces consumable costs 0 for little more than cost of 
one box of OEM paper bags, PSI’s reusable cloth bags may 
provide years of reliable service is maintained properly 
and handled with reasonable care.

Made with quality materials to last longer



Making The Lab  
A Greener Place

Tried and true, PSI’s practical systems have been giving labs 
the ability to be environmentally friendly while saving money, 

reducing lens reworks and getting better surface quality for 
years.  Our line of Recycling and Filtration Systems and Central 
Slurry Systems, o�er greater control over your lens processing 
systems while helping you to manage what is being disposed 
of down the drain.  Combine these systems with consumable 
products that are biodegradable, reusable and contaminate 
free and you get a more ecological and safe place to work.

The EPA, state, local and municipality governments have 
rules and regulations on what can be put down the drain. 

The reason being, the more solids that are disposed of in the 
sewer system, the more their sewage treatment plants have 

to work to clean it out. These agencies have put restrictions on 
businesses as to the amount of solids they can legally dispose 

of in the general sewage lines. PSI’s Pan Handler helps labs 
remove the majority of solid waste (lens particles and polish 

solids) from the wastewater before it is put in the sewage 
system to meet these standards.  

Look inside, the ways we can help you make your lab greener!

Consult your local and state municipalities to �nd out what the 
requirements are for your area.
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